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The Mysteries of Harris Burdick - by
Chris Van Allsburg
Writing a first person narrative
Poems written by Charles Causeley
How to write an explanation text
(Science link – electricity)
Using the animation Alma to learn
how to write a persuasive letter and
write a setting description
Shackleton’s journey by William Grill
Writing a biography

Maths







Number - Fractions, decimals and
percentages
Ratio and proportion
Algebra - formulae, equations,
missing numbers
Measurement - area, perimeter and
volume
Geometry - co-ordinates, translation
and reflection
Statistics and measurement - pie
charts, line graphs, conversions

Science
Animals including Humans
 The human circulatory system, and
the functions of the heart, blood
vessels and blood
 The impact of diet, exercise, drugs
and lifestyle on our bodies
 How nutrients and water are
transported within animals, including
humans
Electricity
 How electrical components function,
including the brightness of bulbs, the
loudness of buzzers and the on/off
position of switches
 Representing a simple circuit in a
diagram using symbols

Once Upon a Crime
Learning Quest
STEAM week
We will be undertaking an exciting week
long project that links Art, Design and
Technology and Science

The Arts


Religious Education




Hinduism - beliefs and moral values
Do beliefs in Karma, Samsara and
Moksha help Hindus lead good lives?
Christianity - Easter
Is anything ever eternal?

Photography and how we can enhance
digital media by editing (including
sound, video, animation, still images
and installations) - linked to light and
perspective
Physical Education






Dance
Gymnastics - counterbalance and
weight
Invasion games - tag rugby
Tennis

PSHE



Alcohol and substances including
medicines
Managing risks - safety in and out of
school outside sources of pressure
and consequences

Home Learning
Homework is given out on Tuesdays and
should be handed in on Thursdays
‘Word’ homework should be a high
quality piece of work
My maths is completed online weekly

Computing



Data handling linked to PE and
Science
How to use Keynote to publish work

Useful Information
Please remember:
Have your water bottle and correct PE kit
in school every day
PE days:
Kipling
- Monday
Zephaniah - Wednesday
Rosen
- Wednesday

